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Abstract
This article introduces a new framework for therapists to develop an exercise program to delay mobility
disability in people with Parkinson disease (PD). Mobility, or the ability to efficiently navigate and
function in a variety of environments, requires balance, agility, and flexibility, all of which are affected by
PD. This article summarizes recent research identifying how constraints on mobility specific to PD,
such as rigidity, bradykinesia, freezing, poor sensory integration, inflexible program selection, and
impaired cognitive processing, limit mobility in people with PD. Based on these constraints, a
conceptual framework for exercises to maintain and improve mobility is presented. An example of a
constraint-focused agility exercise program, incorporating movement principles from tai chi, kayaking,
boxing, lunges, agility training, and Pilates exercises, is presented. This new constraint-focused agility
exercise program is based on a strong scientific framework and includes progressive levels of
sensorimotor, resistance, and coordination challenges that can be customized for each patient while
maintaining fidelity. Principles for improving mobility presented here can be incorporated into an
ongoing or long-term exercise program for people with PD.

Most people who are diagnosed with Parkinson disease (PD) do not consult with a physical therapist
until they already have obvious mobility problems. However, it is possible that a rigorous exercise
program that focuses on anticipated problems, which are inevitable with progression of the disease,
may help patients who do not yet exhibit mobility problems. Although there are excellent guidelines for
physical therapists to treat patients with PD who exhibit mobility problems in order to improve or
maintain their mobility,1,2 there is little research on whether exercise may delay or reduce the eventual
mobility disability in patients diagnosed with PD.
The major cause of disability in people with PD is impaired mobility.3 Mobility, the ability of a person to
move safely in a variety of environments in order to accomplish functional tasks,4 requires dynamic
neural control to quickly and effectively adapt locomotion, balance, and postural transitions to changing
environmental and task conditions. Such dynamic control requires sensorimotor agility, which involves
coordination of complex sequences of movements, ongoing evaluation of environmental cues and
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contexts, the ability to quickly switch motor programs when environmental conditions change, and the
ability to maintain safe mobility during multiple motor and cognitive tasks.5,6 The types of mobility
deficits inevitable with the progression of PD suggest that the basal ganglia are critical for sensorimotor
agility.2 Critical aspects of mobility disability in people with PD, such as postural instability, are
unresponsive to pharmacological and surgical therapies,7 making preventative exercise an attractive
option. As yet, there is no known ongoing exercise program for people diagnosed with PD that focuses
on maintaining or improving their agility to slow or reduce their decline in mobility.
This article uses the known sensorimotor impairments of PD that affect balance, gait, and postural
transitions to develop a conceptual framework to design exercises that aim to delay disability and
maintain or improve mobility in people with PD. This framework is based on the current knowledge of
the neurophysiology of PD and the inevitable constraints on mobility resulting from basal ganglia
degeneration. The scientifically based principles presented here, which are focused on mobility
disorders in people with PD, can be incorporated into an existing therapy program for people with PD.
Based on this framework, this article also presents an example of a novel sensorimotor agility program
that we are currently testing in a clinical trial. This program is unique in that it encourages a partnership
among physical therapists, exercise trainers, and patients to set up, progress, and re-evaluate an
exercise program that ultimately can be carried out independently in the community. It is likely that a
mobility program, such as the one presented here, would need to be sustained and modified
throughout the course of the disease to maintain maximal benefit.

Why Exercise May Prevent or Delay Mobility Disability in People With PD
Exciting new findings in neuroscience regarding the effects of exercise on neural plasticity and
neuroprotection of the brain against neural degeneration suggest that an intense exercise program can
improve brain function in patients with neurological disorders. Specifically, animal studies have
demonstrated neurogenesis,8 an increase in dopamine synthesis and release,9 and increased
dopamine in the striatum following acute bouts of exercise.10 Such changes in the brain may affect
behavioral recovery as a result of neuroplasticity (the ability of the brain to make new synaptic
connections), neuroprotection, and slowing of neural degeneration.11,12 Studies with parkinsonian rats
have suggested that chronic exercise may help reverse motor deficits in animals by changing brain
function. Specifically, rats that ran on a treadmill showed preservation of dopaminergic cell bodies and
terminals11,13 associated with improved running distance and speed,12 indicating a neuroprotective
effect of exercise. Conversely, nonuse of a limb induced by casting in parkinsonian rats increased
motor deficits as well as loss of dopaminergic terminals.11 Aerobic exercise, such as treadmill training
and walking programs, has been tested in individuals with PD and has been shown to improve gait
parameters, quality of life, and levadopa efficacy.14–16 However, it is not clear whether aerobic training,
by itself, is the best approach to improving mobility, which depends upon dynamic balance, dual
tasking, negotiating complex environments, quick changes in movement direction, and other
sensorimotor skills affected by PD. It is possible that treadmill training, for example, could be even
more effective for addressing complex mobility issues for people with PD if the therapist could
incorporate tasks such as dual tasking, balance training, and set-switching into a treadmill program.
There currently are many untested exercise programs available for people with PD17–19 as well as
several randomized controlled studies that test specific exercises, such as strength (force-generating
capacity) training or gait training.20–29 The approach presented in this article is focused on exercises
that challenge sensorimotor control of dynamic balance and gait to improve mobility in people with PD.
There are many other aspects of PD that also must be addressed in rehabilitation.
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Drive Neuroplasticity With Task-Specific Agility Exercise
Studies in rats have demonstrated that task-specific agility training (eg, acrobatic, environmental
enrichment-type, high-beam balance course) results in larger improvements in motor skills as well as
larger changes in synaptic plasticity than simple, repetitive aerobic training such as running on
treadmills.30–35 Task-specific exercise also has been shown to be more effective than aerobic or
general exercise to improve task performance in patients with stroke.36,37 Task-specific exercises
targeted at a single, specific balance or gait impairment in patients with PD have been shown to be
effective. For example, exercises targeted at improving small step size, poor axial mobility, difficulty
with postural transitions, small movement amplitude, or slow speed of compensatory stepping have
individually been shown to be effective in improving each particular aspect of mobility.18,22,38–42 We have
borrowed singular techniques from several successful programs and combined them with task-specific
components of mobility and systematic sensorimotor challenges into a comprehensive exercise
program directed at delaying and reducing mobility problems in individuals with PD.

Reduce Mobility Constraints With Exercise
People with mild or newly diagnosed PD often do not have obvious muscle weakness or poor
balance.43 Nevertheless, the literature suggests that muscle weakness, secondary to abnormal muscle
activation associated with bradykinesia and rigidity, can be present at all stages of PD.44–47 Similarly,
balance and mobility problems may be present in people with mild PD but only become apparent when
more-complex coordination is required under challenging conditions.48,49 For example, mobility
problems may only be apparent when an individual with PD is attempting to walk quickly in a cluttered
environment while talking on a cell phone. As the disease progresses, balance problems become more
apparent, just as patients begin to show impaired kinesthesia and inability to quickly change postural
strategies.50,51 The basal ganglia affect balance and gait by contributing to automaticity, self-initiated
gait and postural transitions, changing motor programs quickly, sequencing actions, and using
proprioceptive information for kinesthesia and multisegmental coordination.52–54 During the progression
of PD, mobility is progressively constrained by rigidity, bradykinesia, freezing, sensory integration,
inflexible motor program selection, and attention and cognition.2 Table 1 summarizes constraints on
mobility due to PD, the impact of these constraints on mobility, and the goals of exercises that could
potentially reduce the impact of each constraint.

Table 1.
Parkinsonian Constraints Affecting Mobility and Exercise Principles
Designed to Reduce These Constraintsa

Constraints Affecting Mobility in People With PD, With Implications for
the Sensorimotor Agility Program
Rigidity
Parkinsonian rigidity is characterized by an increased resistance to passive movement throughout the
entire range of motion, in both agonist and antagonist muscle groups.55–57 The functional outcomes of
rigidity, in general, include a flexed posture,58 lack of trunk rotation,59,60 and reduced joint range of
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movement during postural transitions and gait.56,61 Electromyography studies have shown that people
with PD have high tonic background activity, especially in the flexors, and co-contraction of muscles
during movement, especially in the axial muscles.56,57 In addition, antagonist muscle activation is larger
and earlier, resulting in coactivation of muscle groups during automatic postural responses.61
Another characteristic of parkinsonian rigidity is axial rigidity, which results in a loss of natural vertebral,
pelvis/shoulder girdle, and femur/pelvis flexibility and range of motion that accompanies efficient
postural and locomotor activities.60,62 Wright et al55 found that rigidity in the neck, torso, and hips of
standing subjects was 3 to 5 times greater in subjects with PD than in age-matched control subjects
when measuring the torsional resistance to passive movement along the longitudinal axis during
twisting movements. Levodopa medication did not improve their axial rigidity.55 The high axial tone
(velocity-dependent resistance to stretch) in patients with PD contributes to their characteristic “en bloc”
trunk motions, which make it difficult for them to perform activities such as rolling over in bed or turning
while walking.62
Schenkman et al63 showed that exercise can increase trunk flexibility in people with PD. We propose an
agility program that includes movements that minimize agonist-antagonist muscle co-contraction (ie,
reciprocal movements), promote axial rotation, lengthen the flexor muscles, and strengthen the
extensor muscles to promote an erect posture. Rigidity can potentially be addressed with kayaking, an
exercise in which the person counter-rotates the shoulder and pelvic girdle; tai chi, a set of exercises
that focuses on the individual's awareness of postural alignment during postural transitions; and prePilates, a series of exercises aimed at increasing spinal mobility and lengthening flexor muscles
groups. In addition, the program should include strategies for turning and transitioning from a standing
position to sitting on the floor and back again that emphasize trunk and head rotation (Tabs. 2 and 3).18
Table 2.
Representative Agility Exercise Program, With Progressions

Table 3.
Progressions for Each Activity

Bradykinesia
Bradykinesia is most commonly defined as slowness of voluntary movement,43 but it also is associated
with slow and weak postural responses to perturbations and anticipatory postural adjustments.
Reactive postural responses to surface translations61,64 and anticipatory postural movements prior to
rising onto toes65 and prior to step initiation66 are bradykinetic in patients with PD. Bradykinetic
voluntary stepping and postural compensatory stepping are characterized by a delayed time to lift the
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swing limb, a weak push-off, reduced leg lift, a small stride length, and lack of arm swing.61,64,66,67
Bradykinesia also is apparent in reduced voluntary and reactive limits of stability, especially in the
backward direction.64,68 The characteristic narrow stance of patients with PD may be compensatory for
bradykinetic anticipatory postural adjustments prior to a step, at the expense of reduced lateral postural
stability.67,69 Bradykinetic postural responses in people with PD generally are not improved by
antiparkinsonian medications, highlighting the need for an exercise approach to this constraint on
mobility.6 Bradykinesia also is seen in postural transitions such as turning70 and the supine-to-stand
manuever,59 as well as in single-joint movements71 and multi-joint reaching movements72 in people with
PD.
Bradykinesia is evident in slowed rate of increase and decrease of muscle activation patterns.73
Reduction in muscle strength in people with PD has been attributed primarily to reduced cortical drive
to muscles because voluntary contraction, but not muscle response to nerve stimulation, is weak in
these individuals.74,75 Electromyographic activity in bradykinetic muscles often is fractionated into
multiple bursts and is not well scaled for changes in movement distance or velocity.71 Years of
bradykinesia from abnormal, centrally driven muscle control and abnormal, inefficient patterns of
muscle recruitment limit functional mobility and eventually may result in focal muscle weakness.
Because bradykinesia is due to impaired central neural drive, rehabilitation to reduce bradykinesia
should focus on teaching patients to increase the speed, amplitude, and temporal pacing of their selfinitiated and reactive limb and body center-of-mass (CoM) movements. Table 2 presents representative
exercises aimed at reducing bradykinesia for mobility. These exercises may promote weight-shift
control and postural adjustments in anticipation of voluntary movements such as lunges, kicks, and
quick boxing movements. Patients also practice taking large, protective steps while tilting past their
limits of stability and in response to external displacements associated with hitting or punching a boxing
bag. To reduce bradykinesia, patients should be encouraged to “think big”42 while increasing the speed
and amplitude of large arm and leg movements throughout agility courses and during multidirectional
lunges and boxing (Tabs. 2 and 3). Walking sticks may help patients attend to the large, symmetrical
arm swing that is coordinated with strides during gait.

Freezing
Freezing of gait manifests as a movement hesitation in which a delay or complete inability to initiate a
step occurs.76 Freezing not only slows walking, but it also is a major contributor to falls in people with
PD.77 It is a poorly understood phenomenon that is associated with executive disorders in people with
PD.76,78 Freezing during gait occurs more often when a person is negotiating a crowded environment or
narrow doorway, when making a turn, or when attention is diverted by a secondary task.77,79 Jacobs
and Horak80 recently found that freezing or “start hesitation” in step initiation is associated with
repetitive, anticipatory, lateral weight shifts and that people who are healthy can be made to “freeze”
when they do not have time to preplan which foot to use when initiating a compensatory or voluntary
step. Therefore, freezing may be related to difficulties in shifts of attention, preplanning movement
strategies, or quickly selecting a correct central motor program.
To help people in the early stages of PD reduce their chances of being affected by freezing, agility
exercises should be performed in environments in which freezing typically occurs. As shown in
Tables 2 and 3, exercises that involve high stepping, skipping, or taking large steps in different
directions through doorways and over and around obstacles, such as between chairs placed shoulderwidth apart, could potentially reduce freezing episodes. Quick turns should be practiced in corners and
near walls. Individuals with PD could perform these exercises in the home or gym, where obstacle
courses have been set up that require turning quickly, negotiating narrow and tight spaces such as
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corners, ducking under and stepping over obstacles, picking up objects while walking, and quickly
changing directions and foot placement. Once a person successfully performs the agility exercises on
an obstacle course, more-advanced progressions could be introduced, such as performing dual
cognitive tasks while maintaining form and speed on agility tasks.

Inflexible Program Selection and Poor Sequential Coordination
Research suggests that the basal ganglia play an important role in task switching, motor program
selection, and suppression of irrelevant information before executing an action.52 The inability to quickly
switch motor programs has been demonstrated in individuals with PD by an inability to change postural
response synergies in the first perturbation trial after a change in support, change in instructions, or
change in perturbation direction.51,81 Dopamine replacement does not improve inflexible program
selection.82,83 The difficulty with switching motor programs manifests in difficulty maneuvering in new
and challenging environments and in changes in postural transitions, such as turning, standing from a
sitting position, and rolling over.84 In addition to difficulty switching motor programs, people with PD
have difficulty sequencing motor actions.65,85,86 Patients with PD show a delay between their
anticipatory postural adjustments and voluntary movements, such as rising onto toes65 or a voluntary
step.66 These findings suggest that mobility in people with PD is constrained by poor coordination
among body parts and between voluntary movements and their associated postural adjustments, as
well as by difficulty in switching motor programs appropriate for changes in task constraints.
Consequently, an exercise program should include complex, multisegmental, whole-body movements
and should include tasks requiring quick selection and sequencing of motor programs such as
practicing postural transitions (eg, moving from stance to the floor, rolling, and arising from the floor to
stance). As shown in Table 2, one such exercise approach is tai chi, which helps patients to learn
increasingly complex sequences of movement and to focus on smooth timing and synchronization of
whole-body movements. Incorporating boxing actions into a remembered sequence is another way to
practice the quick selection and sequencing of complex motor programs for mobility. To address
problems of quick program selection, lunges and agility exercises also provide practice changing motor
strategies during stopping, starting, changing direction, changing stepping limb, and changing the size
and placement of steps.

Sensory Integration
There is strong evidence that the basal ganglia are critical for high-level integration of somatosensory
and visual information necessary to form an internal representation of the body and the
environment.87,88 Despite clinical examinations of patients with PD revealing only inconsistent, subtle
signs of abnormal sensory perception,89,90 an increasing number of studies are showing abnormal
kinesthesia and use of proprioception in people with PD. For example, Wright et al55 and Horak et al64
found that individuals with PD have an impaired ability to detect the rotation of a surface or the passive
rotation of the torso and that this poor kinesthesia is worsened by levodopa medication. Individuals with
PD also show impaired perception of arm position and movement and decreased response to muscle
vibration.91–93 The poor use of proprioceptive information and decreased perception of movement are
associated with over-estimation of body motion (bradykinesia) and over-dependence on vision.50,94
To facilitate use of proprioceptive information and reduce over-reliance on vision, an agility program
should progress balancing and walking tasks by: (1) wearing dark sunglasses to reduce visual contrast
sensitivity and (2) use of “no body” glasses to obscure the bottom half of the visual field so the body
cannot be seen. In addition, many of the exercises can be performed on a variety of surfaces to require
adaptation to altered somatosensory information from the surface. External feedback and sensory cues
from the therapist regarding quality and size of the movements should be used initially and
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progressively decreased as patients develop a more accurate internal sense of body position. As
shown in Table 3, the sensorimotor agility program used as an example in this article progresses with
traditional progressive challenges95 (increasing resistance, speed of gait, endurance, and so on) and
with sensorimotor challenges (dual tasking and changes in base of support, visual input, and surface
conditions).

Cognitive Constraints
The inability to simultaneously carry out a cognitive task and a balance or walking task has been found
to be a predictor of falls in elderly people.96 It is even more difficult for a person with PD than agematched elderly people to perform multiple tasks,86 possibly because the basal ganglia are responsible
for allowing automatic control of balance and gait and for switching attention between tasks.52,86
Postural sway increases most in individuals with PD who have a history of falls when a cognitive task is
added to the task of quiet stance.97 These findings suggest that the ability to carry out a secondary
cognitive or motor tasks while walking or balancing is a critical element of mobility that is a particular
challenge in people with PD.
An agility program could progress task difficulty by adding cognitive or motor tasks that teach patients
with PD to maintain postural stability during performance of secondary tasks. Table 3 presents
exercises in which it is safe and appropriate to add a dual cognitive or motor task. The exercises at
level 1 have no dual tasks, level 2 has a motor task (eg, bouncing a ball) added to the basic exercise
such as an agility course, and level 3 has a cognitive task (eg, performing math or memory problems)
added to the same basic exercise. The progression of adding secondary tasks to gait and balance
tasks serves as a training device as well as a tool to help patients understand the relationship between
safe mobility and secondary tasks in everyday life.

A Sensorimotor Agility Program for People With PD
In this article, we propose a novel sensorimotor agility program targeted at constraints on mobility in
people with PD. The expertise that contributed to the program includes an internationally recognized
neurologist specializing in movement disorders for more 35 years and 5 physical therapists
experienced in treating people with PD, including 3 with PhDs with a focus on PD. Six certified athletic
trainers who regularly work with people with PD also were helpful in designing the program. We
propose that the exercise program outlined in Table 2 could last 60 minutes, with about 10 minutes for
each category of exercise. The exercises in the 6 categories were selected to target one or more of the
constraints on mobility (Tab. 1).
Although not all people with PD have all of the constraints addressed in this article, it may be that
exercise should target all of these constraints, as each constraint generally is associated with the
progression of PD and eventually has a marked effect on mobility. Addressing constraints early may
delay the onset of related mobility deficits. Category I, “tai chi,” is a whole-body exercise that focuses
on developing a sense of body kinesthesia, improving postural alignment, and sequencing of wholebody movements that move the CoM. Category II, “kayaking,” focuses on trunk and cervical rotation
and speed, with large, coordinated arm movements. Category III, “agility course,” focuses on quickly
changing motor programs such as quick turns, sequencing actions, and overcoming freezing. Category
IV, “boxing,” focuses on building the patient's agility and speed, backward walking, and components of
anticipatory and reactive postural adjustments in response to a moving bag. Category V, “lunges,”
helps patients with PD practice large CoM movements, multidirectional limits of stability, and steps for
postural correction. Category VI, “pre-Pilates,” is a set of exercises that help patients with PD extend
and strengthen the spine, as well as practice postural transitions such as sit-to-stand maneuvers, floor
transfers, and rolling.18
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The sensorimotor progressions of exercises II through V follow 3 levels of difficulty (Tab. 3).
Progressions include: (1) reducing the base of support, (2) increasing surface compliance to reduce
surface somatosensory information for postural orientation, (3) increasing speed or resistance with
weights, (4) adding secondary cognitive tasks to automate posture and gait, and (5) limiting visual input
of the body with “no body” glasses or of the environment with dark sunglasses to increase use of
kinesthetic information. Category I (tai chi) and category Vl (pre-Pilates) exercises progress by
increasing the length of remembered sequences and improving the form of each subcomponent of the
movements. All of these sensorimotor progressions were chosen specifically to target the predictable
constraints on mobility due to PD, and testing of the program is currently under way.

Summary
We present a progressive sensorimotor agility exercise program for prevention of mobility disability in
people with PD. The program is based on the role of the basal ganglia in posture and gait, the
principles of neural plasticity, and the inevitable constraints of PD that ultimately affect dynamic balance
and mobility. These principles of the program include a focus on self-initiated movements, big and
quick movements, large and flexible CoM control, reciprocal and coordinated movements of arms and
legs, and rotational movements of torso over pelvis and pelvis over legs. Flexible, rotational axial
motion of trunk and neck are stressed to achieve erect postural alignment, strengthening of extensors,
and lengthening of flexors. Our program is designed to facilitate sensory integration for balance,
emphasizing the use of somatosensory information to move the body's CoM quickly and effectively for
balance and mobility. Secondary cognitive tasks are added to mobility tasks to automatize control of
balance and gait. This sensorimotor agility approach to mobility training is intended for prevention of
mobility disability but may be modified for patients at later stages of PD progression to improve their
mobility.

Notes
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